Bacterial growth and cell division requires precise spatiotemporal regulation of the synthesis and 27 remodelling of the peptidoglycan layer that surrounds the cytoplasmic membrane. GpsB is a 28 cytosolic protein that affects cell wall synthesis by binding to the cytoplasmic mini-domains of 29 peptidoglycan synthases to ensure their correct subcellular localisation. Here we have discovered 30 critical structural features for the interaction of GpsB with peptidoglycan synthases from three 31 different bacteria and demonstrated their importance for cell wall growth and viability. We have 32 used these structural motifs to predict and confirm novel partners of GpsB in Bacillus subtilis, 33 illuminating the role of this key regulator of peptidoglycan synthesis. GpsB thus functions as an 34 adaptor, to mediate the interaction between membrane proteins, scaffolding proteins, signalling 35 proteins and enzymes to generate larger protein complexes at specific sites in a bacterial cell cycle-36 dependent manner. Given the importance of GpsB in pathogenic bacteria, this study has not only 37 revealed mechanistic details of how cell wall synthesis is co-ordinated with the bacterial cell cycle 38 but could also represent a starting point for the design of much needed new antibiotics.
). However, the majority of the LmPBPA1 1-15 peptide in the subsequent structure of the 155 BsGpsB 1-68 Lys32Glu :LmPBPA1 1-15 complex was disordered except for an arginine occupying the same 156 orientation as BsPBP1 1-17 Arg8 in the BsGpsB 5-64 :BsPBP1 1-17 complex (Figure 2A) . This sole arginine 157 makes the same interactions as described above (Figure 1C) . The interaction of BsGpsB 5-64
Lys32Glu 158 with LmPBPA1 1-15 thus centres almost entirely on a single arginine and how LmGpsB discerns Figure 3B ). Therefore, these gene products are capable of forming a network of interactions 231 ( Figure 3D ) that may be nucleated by the formation of a BsPBP1:BsYrrS complex given the 232 affinity of this particular interaction. LmPBPs (Supplementary Figure 3C) , All of these interactions, except for the GpsB self-246 interactions, required the LmGpsB N-terminal domain (Supplementary Figure 3C) . In good agreement with the absence of a TRxxYR motif in LmMreC, LmSepF and LmZapA, interactions 248 with these proteins did not require key residues in the known PBP-binding groove in LmGpsB 249 (Supplementary Figure 3D) Figure 4A ) that resembles the 262 Bacillaceae PBP1 SRxxR(R/K) motif (Supplementary Figure 1D) . A peptide encompassing this 263 region, SpPBP2a 23-45 , was found by FP to bind to SpGpsB 1-63 with a K d of 80 M whereas SpGpsB 1-264 63 Asp33Ala (equivalent to BsGpsB Asp35Ala ) had a ~40-fold reduced affinity for SpPBP2a 23-45 ( Figure   265 4A, Supplementary Table 1 ). The crystal structure of SpGpsB 4-63 was solved in the presence of 266 SpPBP2a 27-40 ; in this instance, each subunit of the SpGpsB dimer is peptide-bound (Figure 4B) . 267 Peptide binding principally involves two arginines but each SpGpsB subunit recognizes the peptide 268 differently. In SpGpsB 4-63 molecule 1, SpPBP2a 27-40 recognition centres on Arg31 and Arg36 269 (Figure 4C) , whereas molecule 2 involves Arg33 and Arg36 (Figure 4D) . The arginine pairs 270 occupy the same positions as BsPBP1 Arg11 and BsPBP1 Arg8 ; Arg36 is equivalent to the former 271 whereas Arg31 or Arg33 are equivalent to the latter. 
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